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Production efficiency is a vital ingredient for the success of a garment
manufacturer, not only in Hong Kong, but anywhere in the world. To compete
with low labor wage countries in the Far East, the western world has developed
and implemented the idea of production automation in the last ten years. Uses
of Computer Aided Design and Computer Aided Manufacturing systems
(CAD/CAM), and even robots are quite common in garment factories in USA
and increasingly popular in Europe. Hong Kong had enjoyed a competitive
edge of low labor wage to those countries in those areas for the last decade, she
now faces fierce competitions from countries within this same region, like
South Korea, Taiwan and China. Does she need to follow the automation trend
in order to survive? This research paper will concentrate on the-analysis of
CAD/CAM applications in this labor intensive industry for situation in Hong
Kong.
Although this research work was conducted only with in-depth,
interviews, the author did believe that most of the findings represented a fair
view of the industry towards CAD/CAM applications. It was because all
interviewees were carefully selected. They represented new and old CAD/CAM
users, potential users, garment consultants and the system suppliers.
As a conclusion, the garment factories have a growing awareness and
knowledge of CAD/CAM applications. To survive in this competitive
environment, they know that they have to improve their productivity.
Although there are certain political uncertainties about the future of Hong
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Kong, it cannot stop them from making capital investments of payback period
of one to two years. CAD/CAM market for the garment industry increased by
100% each year in the last three years and is expected to grow in this rate in
the coming few years. System suppliers are coming to Hong Kong. Better
services and products can also be expected. And The Hong Kong Government
should also play a more active role to support the industry into the automation
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The father of scientific management Frederick W. Taylor once said,
Most organizations remain in business, not because they are so
efficient, but rather because their competitions are so inefficient.
Production efficiency is a vital ingredient for the success of a garment
manufacturer, not only in Hong Kong, but anywhere in the world. To compete
with low labor wage countries in the Far East, the western world has developed
and implemented the idea of production automation in the last ten years. Uses
of Computer. Aided Design and Computer Aided Manufacturing systems
(CAD/CAM), and even robots are quite common in garment factories in USA
and increasingly popular in Europe. Hong Kong had enjoyed a competitive
edge of low labor wage to those countries in those areas for the last decade, she
now faces fierce competitions from countries within this same region, like
South Korea, Taiwan and China. Does she need to follow the automation trend
in order to survive? This research paper will concentrate on the analysis of
CAD/CAM applications in this labor intensive industry for situation in Hong
Kong.
2Garment Industry in Hong Kong
Before going to further details on the analysis, we must have a basic
understanding of the importance of the garment industry to the total economies
of Hong Kong. Referring to trade statistics in June 1985 as shown in Table 1,
articles of apparel and clothing accessories accounted for over 33% of all
domestic exports. Although it represented a reduction of 5% compared with
figures in 1984, compared with the figure of 15% for the second largest export
classification, the dolls and toys industry, we believe that this industry will
stay in the first position for a long time.
In terms of number of persons engaged in this industry, the June 1985
figure was 257,800 which was 29.5% of the total labor force in the
manufacturing industries. If we include the employees from its supporting
service, like freight forwarders, banks and even civil servants from various
Government Departments, the total number of persons directly and indirectly
related to the garment industry may triple the above figure.
Objectives of the Research
Knowing the significance of this industry to Hong Kong does not imply the
need for automation. Provided that the competitions within this region can be
kept as that in the late seventies, we will have nothing to fear. But with direct
assistances and encouragement by their governments, the annual growth rates
for garment exports in quantity for South Korea and Taiwan are much higher
than that in Hong Kong. Furthermore, their labor rates are lower than that in
Hong Kong. For example, in South Korea, the average hourly compensation for
3a garment worker is about six Hong Kong Dollar, but in Hong Kong, it is over
eleven, or about 80% higher. If the quality of the products and the services
provided are the same, importers from our exporting countries may easily shift
their sourcing direction to our competing countries. Fortunately Hong Kong is
still protected by the umbrella of the worldwide textile quota system, growth
rates for garment exports have been restricted not only for Hong Kong, but for
all countries. When there is no more quota available in our competing
countries, our buyers will have no alternative but to place their high priced
fashion-oriented orders in Hong Kong. The general characteristics of these
orders are smaller batch sizes and usually more complex and most important,
with compressed delivery lead time. In other words, garment manufacturers
have to be more flexible and respond quickly to changes. The conventional
ways of making their products may not be appropriate under such an
environment. They need to have some breakthroughs in their manufacturing
processes to achieve higher productivity. Uses of CAD/CAM may be the
answer. So the objectives of this research work had been set:
To identify potential applications areas of CAD/CAM
To analyze cost benefit of CAD/CAM in the grading and marker
making processes
To study reasons for using and not using CAD/CAM
To analyze problems in implementing CAD/CAM and to make
appropriate recommendations
4TABLE 1
DOMESTIC EXPORTS BY COMODITY
(JUNE 1985)
.. Jan- Jun 1984.




Articles of Apparel and
33.120,025clothing accessories (4.6)
Misc. Manufactured Articles




7.8 2.14,730watches and clocks
5CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
The research was initially planned to be carried out by two steps. The
first step was a questionnaire survey and the next step was a follow-up in-
depth interviews with selected factories.
Ouestionnaire Survey
In Hong Kong, there are over 9,000 registered garment factories, the
distribution by total number of persons employed is shown in the following
tables:





Those factories with employment size less than 100 are probably not
target customers for CAD/CAM, so the scope of the survey can be shrunk to the
remaining 500 factories.
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There are many ways to obtain factory names and addresses for the
survey. The first one is from the Directory of Hong Kong Industries published
by the Hong Kong Productivity Council. And the other way is by the
membership lists of major garment manufacturing associations. The latter was
selected based on availability of more detailed information. Unfortunately
when reviewing the idea with one of the associations, the Federation of Hong
Kong Garment Manufacturers Association, they advised me not to do so because
they had done a similar survey last year and got a very poor response rate, less
than 20 out of their 300 members replied to the survey. The major reason was
that their member factories knew very little about CAD/CAM, they would
prefer not to reply than to give meaningless answers. With such advice, the
questionnaire survey step was dropped and extra effort had been put on the in-
depth interviews.
In-depth Interviews
In order to cover the topic as much as possible, opinions were sought
from four different sources as follows:
Four current CAD/CAM users
Two CAD/CAM suppliers
One international garment consultant
Four factories which can afford and are known to have considered
CAD/CAM applications, and have so far decided against one
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Current CAD/CAM Users
Sterling Products Ltd. was probably the first CAD/CAM user in the
garment industry. They had their Hughes grading and marker making system
since 1978 and upgraded to an Gerber AM-5 last year.
Wing Tai Exporters Ltd. was also one of the pioneers in this area. The}
had an Gerber AM-1 for over five years.
Two late comers were also be selected. They were TAL Apparel Ltd.
one of the largest textile and garment group of companies and Wearbes
Garment.
Major questions for the field survey were:
What were the objectives of the purchase?
How well have they achieved their objectives?
What were the problems?
Did they recommend their systems to other factories?
CAD/CAM Suppliers
Nearly all existing CAD/CAM systems in the grading and marker
making area were supplied by Gerber Garment Technology, so they were the
first choice for this in-depth interview. The Hong Kong Productivity Council,
a government subvened organization, also developed a simplified version of the
Gerber system, so they were also be selected for the interview.
Major questions for the field survey were:
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What did they see were the real benefits of using their systems?
How did they segment the market?
What were the major points for the decision making?
International Garment Consultant
Kurt Salmon Associates was probably the largest garment consultancy
firm in the world. General opinions from their consultants were sought for the
worldwide status of CAD/CAM applications.
Non CAD/CAM Users
Factories with similar employment sizes as that for current CAD/CAM
users were being selected. They were:
1. Trinity Textiles Ltd, suits and jacket manufacturer mainly for
Japanese market.
2. Murjani Industries Ltd, designer jeans manufacturer for USA market.
3. Lever Shirts Ltd, shirts manufacturer for_ European market.
4. Hong Kong Garment Manufacturing Ltd, medium sized factory with
markets in USA, Europe and Australia.
Major questions for the interview were:
What are the main reasons for not using any CAD/CAM?
Where and how they get knowledge of CAD/CAM?
Were they satisfied with the present manual operations?
9Timing
Usually the peak season for the garment industry in Hong Kong is from
October to January each year. During this period, factories have to speed up
their production and delivery to meet the deadline of year-end quota shipment
and their key executives cannot easily be available for the interviews. So all




Whether it is a Manhattan shirt or a Gloria Vanderbilt designer jean,
or a Durban casual wear jacket, the production cycle in a factory is nearly
the same. Basically, it contains three major processes as shown in Exhibit 1.
Sample Making Processes
Firstly, a sample has to be made and approved by the buyer. Af ter
order confirmation, fabric and accessories has to be ordered. The actual
production cycle begins when all the materials are received and available for
use.
Preparation Processes
The first step in this process is paper pattern making. They are made by
paying regard to the silhouette features of the design and by giving
consideration to production efficiency in cutting and sewing.' In the second
step, the grading process, patterns are made for various sizes according to the
buyer's requirements.
In the factory, mass production techniques are used. Fabric pieces for a
garment are not cut individually like an ordinary tailor. Instead they are cut
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in plies. In order to have best material utilization, multiple sizes of one style
have to be laid and marked on paper with objective to minimize spaces between
pattern pieces. This process is called marker planning and laying. Sample
marker is shown in Exhibit 2. As the number of sizes in a marker increases,
the fabric consumption for each size will become smaller. For example, a
marker has to be filled by two small size, three medium size and one large size
shirts may yield an average fabric consumption per shirt, or in terms of jargon
of the industry, marker yardage of 1.9 yards, but for the marker of only one
small size, one medium size and one large size, the marker yardage may
increase to 2.0 yards or 5% higher. But due to physical size of a cutting table,
say 30 feet, the total number of sizes for a single marker will be limited. The
other factor that influences the marker efficiency is the skill and experience of
the marker craftsman. A 5% difference can easily be found between a good
and bad marker. So skillful workers in making good markers are critical to a
garment factory.
Production Processes
In this processes, fabric will be laid out according to the marker made
earlier. Af ter that, pieces of a garment are cut and bundled into batches, say, a
bundle of sleeves and bundle of collars, etc. All parts of a garment will then
be sewn together to form the finished product. To achieve better production
efficiency, appropriate scheduling and controlling of work-in-progress in the
sewing room are very important, but usually they are not so easy because of
the unavalability of accurate information.
After the trimming and pressing operation and having passed the final
inspection, the garments will be ready to pack and deliver to the customer.
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Although the above few paragraphs are a just brief overview of the
production cycle, we can easily understand that they are very labor intensive





























Sample and First Pattern
In principle, the overall shapes and total number of pattern pieces for a
particular type of garment are fixed, changes for a new style are mainly on
increasing and decreasing curvatures of a specific segment to achieve the
desired cutting. Pattern design system has been developed for this purpose,
pattern designers can select a previous style with similar cutting as the base
and use tablet or light pen to re-design new pattern pieces. With such system,
new styles can be produced more rapidly. As mentioned earlier, time is one of
the critical factors of the Hong Kong garment industry. CAD/CAM application
in this area should be considered very carefully by our local entrepreneurs.
Unfortunately pattern design systems are still in their infancy stage.
Even the largest computerized marker making system supplier, Gerber Garment
Technology's PDS have not yet been fully accepted by the industry.
Grading
After samples have been approved by the buyer, the factory has to
prepare pattern pieces for other sizes according to the size specifications. In
the process of drawing pattern curves for different sizes, inconsistence between
craftsmen is quite common which implies poor quality for the final garment
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products. Systems have been developed to overcome this problem. First, the
approved base patterns have to be input by a large digitizer and in the next
step, the grading instructions, or grade rules which are calculated from the
specifications have to be input also. Then graded patterns for different sizes
will be plotted and checked by experienced craftsmen before going to the
marker making process.
Two years ago, there was only two major suppliers for this kind of
product. They are Gerber Garment Technology from USA and Lectra System
from France. But during the last two years, low cost personal computers havc
created new opportunities for the new comers. At least ten suppliers arc
marketing similar products now. The new ones are Microdynamics from U.S.A
and Investronica from Spain and even The Hong Kong Productivity Counci
has developed one such system using the IBM PC.
Marker Laying and Making
Based on the graded pattern pieces prepared in the previous process,
marker can be planned and laid by using high resolution graphic terminals for
visual display and tablets for pattern placement 'and movement. After the
graphic manipulation of all the pieces has been completed, the marker can be
plotted by a flat bed or ink-jet fast plotter. A typical hardware configuration
is shown in Exhibit 3.
The advantage of using the system lies in the ability to change the
position of a particular pattern piece without having to erase and re-draw.
Another advantage is that the marker craftsman can now sit in front of the
terminal and have a total view of the layout of all pieces without having to
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walk over the physical length of a marker, say 30 feet. Usually it will make
their jobs easier and they an concentrate on re-arranging the pieces to have
better fabric utilization.
There are at least five such kind of system available in the market.
They are Gerber Garment Technology and Microdynamics from U.S.A, Lectra
from France, Investronica from Spain and Toray from Japan. Depending on
the hardware requirements, the prices for a single system range from US$80,000
to 250,000. It seems not a small sum of money. How can a garment factory
justify an investment in this kind of CAD/CAM?
Basically the justification analysis can be classified into the following
areas:
Fabric Saving
As mentioned earlier, the marker craftsman can now have more time for
planning the layout and should achieve a better fabric utilization or marker
efficiency. Let us take an example, a typical medium to large sized factory
with annual sales of HK$100 million may usually consume HK$50 million of
fabric. If we assume an average saving of 2% with the computer system, the
annual saving on fabric only will amount to HK$1 million.
Labor Saving
Productivity improvement for a marker craftsman can easily increase by




With the marker making system, factory spaces for the marker craftsmen
and storage for paper patterns can be reduced. A typical saving is around 500
sq.ft. The opportunity cost for using this additional factory space for sewing
operations may be over HK$100,000 per year.
Error Reduction
Human error in the manual operation of marker making are nearly
inevitable. Missing or misplaced pattern pieces of a garment may yield
significant loss in fabric. With the strict control built in the system, this kind
of error can be eliminated. An estimation of saving is around HK$100,000.
Payback Analysis
Assuming the capital investment for the marker system is US$150,000 or
equivalent HK$1,170,000. The one time cost for site preparation is HK$100,000.
The recurring expenses are












= (Capital cost+ One Time cost)Payback Period
/ Net savings per year
= 1,270,000/ 1,160,000
= 1.09 years
With the above figures, the estimated payback period for a CAD/CAM
system for marker making is one to two years.
Fabric Spreading and Cutting
This is mainly a computer aided manufacturing (CAM) application.
Fabric spreading will be done by computer controlled drivers and the spreading
loss of fabric can be reduced as much as half a percent. In the cutting area,
various techniques, like the water jet and the laser cutter have been designed,
but they are suitable only for certain types of fabric materials. Due to the
made-to-order business nature of the Hong Kong garment industry, materials
vary a lot among orders, application in this area is sometimes very limited.
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Another reason is on the cost, a typical system costs about HK$3 to 5 million.
System inflexibility, high capital cost and of course, high recurring costs for
this kind of CAM equipment make it more difficult to justify its use.
Sewing
Programmable sewing machines have been developed and available from
many sewing machine manufacturers. Usually the benefits and savings in this
area is much more easier to quantify. So less effort has been put on this area
for the remaining part of this paper.
Unit Production Svsten
The conventional way of sewing a garment is by the method of
progressive bundling system. A lot of buffered stock has to be put between
operation in order to reduce idle time. The unit production system (UPS) is a
totally new concept which employs mechanical transport rails to hang all the
pattern pieces of a garment in a hanger, the hangers are then controlled by
computer to move to designated sewing operator for that specific operation.
Bundles can be eliminated and the buffer stock can be reduced to a bare
minimum. In other words, the production cycle can be reduced significantly
from weeks to days and the saving in reduction by work-in-progress inventory
will be enormous. The chance of introducing this new concept to Hong Kong is
not very high, at least at the present moment. The major obstacle is also on the
cost. As quoted in the Bobbin magazine, a rough figure for the cost of 20
stations system is about HK$550,000. In other words, a typical medium sized
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factory with 200 sewing stations will have to invest HK$5.5 million which is
not quite acceptable to the industry.
There are over seven suppliers for this kind of system. Eton has been in
this business for 18 years and are probably the leader. The new systems are
Gerber Garment Technology and Investronica, but the Japanese are aiming at.
this market also. Juki, one of the largest sewing machine manufacturers has
started their marketing activities for their JUSS system in U.S.A. In Hong
Kong, there is one UPS installation, but the number of sewing stations is only
six.
Summary
As a summary, CAD/CAM applications in the pattern design, grading
and marker making will have a better chance to succeed than the other areas
22
EXHIBIT 3











As mentioned earlier in Chapter II, field surveys were conducted and
opinions were gathered from key executives and production managers of the
companies or factories. One interesting phenomenon was on the academic
background and age of all the interviewees. According to their name cards and
my observations, all of them had at least a bachelor degree. Two of them had a
MBA, one had a Ph.D, one even held a M.B.B.S. from London. In terms of age,
they are all in their late twenties and early thirties. In other words, they are
probably the second to third generation managers of their family business.
they will act as the backbones of the garment industry and are the major forces
to push the industry into the computer age.
During the interviews, another very interesting piece of information was
found for CAD/CAM applications in the grading and marker making area for
the Hong Kong garment industry which is shown Table 2.
Aitnougn the tirst CAD/CAM system was installed in 1978, the industry
seemed not to recognize the importance of such application, and up to 1982
there were only two installations. But in the past three years, the number of
installations has a growth rate of over 100% per year. Why did it take more
than five years for the industry to accept the system? And what was the major
pushes for the high growth rate in recent years? Debatable issues were raised
and discussed among current users and potential users.
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In previous chapter on potential CAD/CAM applications, I have
indicated that the pattern design, grading and marker making systems should be
the most applicable area for the Hong Kong environment, so all the field
surveys will be concentrated on this topic. In order to present the findings
clearly, they have been separated into areas of interest as follows:
Fabric Saving
All current users agreed that their initial objective was to expect to have
a lot of fabric saving and they also believed that they had in fact achieved
that, but it was rather difficult for them to calculate the actual saving in
dollar term. Francis Cheng, Assistant Managing Director of Wing Tai Group
said that although they have used the system for more than five years, they
still have problems to realize the fabric savings into cash. The major reason is
that most of the garment orders in Hong Kong are fashion type, fabric used in
one order is seldom used by other orders. Fabric saved in a order will be
stored in the warehouse, and often after one season or one year, these obsolete
stock has to be sold in the retail market at, say, 30% of the original cost. Thus
the actual saving is not so high as planned originally.
If we look into this area from another angle, the factories can buy less
fabric in their purchase process and they should not have to worry about the
resale value. The problem is that the fabric saving may vary from zero to five
percent. To choose the right percentage will be too risky for the purchase
department. Guessing it wrong may result in short shipment and if it violates
the terms in the customer's contract, it will be much more serious than to waste
2% of fabric.
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For the non CAD/CAM users, arguments were different. Samuel Wang,
Director of Trinity Textile Group claimed that most of the fabric was supplied
by the buyer, so fabric saving is not important at all. Bernard Szeto, Managing
Director of Lever Shirts argued that the existing computer systems for marker
making cannot satisfy their expectation. Firstly, the automatic marker making
program is too slow and secondly, the system does not consider the physical
length of each roll of fabric, losses in the process of splicing may be very high.
(Note: Splicing is a technical term used in the garment industry for overlapping
fabric so that pattern shapes can be maintained in the process of cutting.)
Labor Saving
Both current and non CAD/CAM users believed that labor saving cannot
be achieved. Some even claimed that they have to employ extra workers for
the operation of the computer. Dr Kenneth Wang, Deputy Managing Director
of Sterling Products, the earliest computer marker user said that labor saving
was quite obvious. If they did not use computers, they should have to employ
more craftsmen for the existing workloads.
Training
The real problem was on the craftsman's resistance to change. They
were reluctant to learn to use the computer systems and sometimes challenged
them with their experiences and skill by working day and night to produce an
excellent marker that even the computer cannot produce. Dr. Harry Lee,
Managing Director of TAL Apparel said that if they could not convince the old
craftsmen to use the machine, they had to recruit fresh school graduates. With
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intensive training, they had confidence to train up a skillful computer marker
craftsman within one month. Interesting enough the turnover rate for these
new breed of craftsmen is very high. Maybe they found out that working with
a computer terminal was too dull for them. Thus the cost of training will be
very high.
Quality
For the current CAD/CAM users, they missed one important f actor in
their original objectives setting. That is on the quality of the final product. In
the grading process, consistence can be achieved so that they can produce better
quality products and have better customer confidence. Francis Cheng said that
it is the most important achievement.
Management Control
Another achievement for using a computerized marker making system is
on the improvement on management control. Production managers can now
have a better understanding of the fabric utilization rate or marker efficiency
so that they can set performance measures for the marker craftsmen. For
example, production managers can set the marker efficiency for jeans and
trousers at 79%. If the craftsman cannot achieve the goal, he should re-think
and re-plan the layout. During this kind of re-thinking process, skill can be
easily developed by the craftsman, while for the manual method, nobody dared
to think about improvement.
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Company Image
Some existing CAD/CAM users believed that an investment of HK$2
million for latest production equipment will probably promote a better image to
their buyers. This factor is utmost importance when they have to compete with
other factories in Hong Kong. But those non CAD/CAM users did not treat
that as an important point.
Industry Trend
Dr. Kenneth Wang said that the fast growth rate for computer marker
making systems was not mainly due to user requirements, but was the effect of
good marketing strategy of the system suppliers. They sell the concept to our
oversea importers. As a result, some buyers have direct influence on their sub-
contracted factories to use computer systems.
Summary of Findings
Based on the interview questionnaires, opinions for the benefits of
using computer grading and marker making systems for the eleven interviews
can be tabulated in the following table.
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Benefit NoStrongly Strongly
Areas Agree Agree Comment t Disagree Disagref
2Fabric Savings 18
Labor Savings 3 3 5
1Space Savings 46
Error Reduction 4 4 3
6 5Quality
Better Management 2 8 1
Company Image 1 13 5 1
12 37 13 14 1
16% 48% 17% 18% 1%
In tabulating the above table, I have not assign importance factors for
each benefit areas. The major reason is that different factories may have
different sets of factors. But just from the simple sum of the opinions, over'
60% agreed or strongly agreed that there are benefits in using CAD/CAM. In
the next chapter, conclusions will be drawn from these findings and
recommendations will be made.
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TABLE 2
NO. OF CAD/CAM INSTALLATIONS
IN HONG KONG
Year New Systems Total
Installed in HK
78 I 1
79 - Nil 1
80 1 2
81 - Nil 2







Although this research work was conducted only with in-depth
interviews, I do believe that most of the findings represented a fair view of the
industry towards CAD/CAM applications. It is because all interviewees were
carefully selected. They represent new and old CAD/CAM users, potential
users, garment consultants and the system suppliers.
Professional Factory Managers
There is a clear indication that most garment factories are moving their
management functions to their well educated next generation of the family
business. And the management styles are changing from entrepreneural to
professional. To survive in this competitive environment, they have to expand
their sources of revenue by exploring new market opportunities on the one
hand and reduce their production cost by improving productivity on the other
hand. CAD/CAM applications are not new to the young managers. Computers
should bring no more panic but be treated as productivity tools.
Cheaper Systems
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With the advent of low cost microprocessors, computer hardware cost is
dropping about 20 to 30 percent each year. The used-to-be expensive hardware
and software can now be affordable at a very reasonable price to most
potential customers. A system costing about HK$700,000 now may cost them
HK$2 million five years ago.
More Choices
In the past few years, the CAD/CAM market was dominated by only one
supplier, Gerber Garment Technology. Coming to 1986, new systems and
companies are competing in this market. Lectra of France, Microdynamics of
USA and Investronica of Spain have recently opened their branches or
appointed distributors or agents in Hong Kong. The garment industry will
benefit from their price cuts and service improvements. And the most
important, the system suppliers will have to enhance their products to make
them more powerful and easier to use.
More Powerful Products
There are three areas that can be improved for the existing pattern and
marker making systems. The first area is on the paper pattern design. First
patterns of new styles can be produced by making changes in basic pattern
blocks. Although there are systems available in the market, they are still quite
difficult to use and not powerful enough. Some users claimed that they prefer
to make the first patterns manually. So there are a lot of grounds for
improvement.
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The second area is on the automatic marker making program. Artificial
intelligence techniques should be employed to perform this function. The final
product may be an expert system with pattern recognition capability.
The third area is on computer simulation program which I think is the
most difficult part. Even if the previous mentioned two areas can be
implemented, we still have to physically sew the garment in order to have a
direct feeling on the final product. But with simulation techniques, a three-
dimensional shape of the garment can be displayed by joining all two
dimensional pattern pieces. The difficulty lies in the characteristics of soft
materials. The final shape of a garment is determined by the mechanical
properties (empty weight, stretchability, tearing rigidity) of the fabric, the
geometric shapes of the all pattern pieces and also the shape of the human
body. In principle, the concept is to divide the pattern surface into triangles
based on the mechanical properties of the material. Sides of pattern pieces will
then be joined or seamed together to make the first approximation, the human
body shape will then be treated as further restrictions and re-calculation will
be carried out to arrive at a stable state for the three dimensional garment
shape. With such system, fashion designers can work closely with the pattern
designers to make new fashion garment in a very short period of time.
Most of the existing CAD/CAM suppliers are working very hard in these
three areas and prototype systems will be available soon.
Managing CAD/CAM Implementation
Although the garment industry will have more powerful and cheaper
systems, and also have more choices in picking the most cost effective
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machines, they will face similar problems in implementation if they do not plan
well. The common weak point is on the initial objectives setting for installing
a CAD/CAM system. Decision makers may tend to think about only the
financial aspect and ignore other psychological factors. They concern ver}
much about project financing, return on investment and payback analysis
They seldom care about the resistance of the craftsmen. Decisions are madc
only by very high level management and usually no consultation is obtainec
from the working level. Under such situation, implementation may take mucl
longer time. In order to implement CAD/CAM system successfully, the
following guidelines are recommended.
Define Clear Objective
A complete review on the strength and weakness of the current
operating procedures is necessary. Are the factories satisfied with the existing
fabric utilization rates? Are there bottlenecks in the grading and marker
making process? What are the attitudes of the craftsmen toward
computerization? What is the company's long term expansion plan? Different
sets of questions will be needed for different kind of factories. Af ter a
thorough understanding of the factory's situation, objectives can then be set.
They may be fabric savings' of 1.5 percent or productivity increase by 100
percent. These objectives should then be verified during subsequent project
progress reviews.
If factories doubt about their own capabilities to define the objectives,
garment consultants may be employed to carry out the. feasibility study.
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Encourage User's Participation
In the above objectives setting process, opinions should also be sought
from the user side. It is important to make it clear to the marker craftsmen
that CAD/CAM is intended to supplement their skills and not to challenge
them. There may be some early resistance among the craftsmen. Factories
should discover that as early as possible because the eventual success or failure
is really in their hands.
Confidence from the users in the proposed system is also' very important.
It is necessary to let the users have hands-on experience and arrange visits to
other installations so that they can talk to craftsmen of other factories in their
own languages.
Form a Project Team
A project team should be formed by three to f our key persons of the
factory for example,a senior manager, the production manager, the cutting
room supervisor and an experienced craftsman. And a project plan with
detailed breakdown of all tasks will be worked out. They will then be
responsible for monitoring the progress of all the training and installation
activities of the system.
Realization of Fabric Saving
In previous chapter, the problem of realization of fabric savings was
discussed. One suggestion to overcome that is to get a larger over/under
shipment allowance in the initial contract with the buyer. The industry
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practice is around five percent. For example, a buyer places an order of 500
dozens of garments with 5% over shipment allowance, he is going to accept and
pay up to a total of 525 dozens. But in view of potential fabric savings of an
average of 2 percent, over shipment percentage should be increased to 7
percent. The fabric saved can be used to produce final products and ship to
the buyer. In other words, the fabric savings can be realized by selling
additional garments.
Role of the Hong Kong Government
The final section of this research paper is on the opinions of the
interviewees towards the Government's policy on promoting the garment
industry's awareness of the latest production technology. Most of them agreed
that the laissez-faire policy towards the' industry which has worked to a certain
extent in the past should be changed or modified. The Government should take
positive attitude to offer training and support services.
Training
Although the Clothing Industry Training Authority was established by
statute in September 1975 with major objective to provide training courses for
the industry, up to 1985 there was no CAD/CAM training course offered. The
obvious reason was the high capital cost. If the total number of trainees for a
computerized grading and marker making course is only 30 per year, the cost
per trainee will be as high as HK$10,000. So it is recommended to co-operate
with the system suppliers so that the machines can be purchased at a very high
discount rate and on the other hand conduct promotional activities on the new
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CAD/CAM courses to attract more trainees. Thus the cost per trainee can be
reduced significantly..
Support Services
Another quasi-government organization is the Hong Kong Productivity
Council which was established to promote productivity of the industry. The
Government should provide more funds for increasing its industry support
services. Through its contacts with international system suppliers, new
CAD/CAM can be introduced to Hong Kong so that the garment industry has
more choices in selecting the appropriate systems. It can also organize study
missions to USA and Japan so that the factories can gain experiences on how to
manage CAD/CAM implementations. For those smaller factories that cannot
afford a capital investment of their own systems, the Council can install an
advanced system and provide a bureau service to them. Another way is to
develop low cost CAD/CAM systems and sell to the them at an affordable price
so that they can enjoy the benefits of using such systems.
Concluding Comments
As a final comment, the garment factories have a growing awareness and
knowledge of CAD/CAM applications. To survive in this competitive
environment, they knew that they have to improve their productivity.
Although there are certain political uncertainties about the future of Hong
Kong, it cannot stop them from making capital investments of payback period
of one to two years. CAD/CAM market for the garment industry is expanding
by 100% each year. System suppliers are coming to Hong Kong. Better services
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and products can be expected. And The Hong Kong Government should play a
more active role to support the industry into the automation stage. Thus Hong












From increasing the number of styles in the line to assuring total quahty and cost control,
Lectra 303 Systems are giving manufacturers everywhere the opportunety to coinputenze
their design, grading, marking and cutting operations affordably. Comprised of modular,
autonomous workstations, the systems are easily configured to the specific needs of the
user. This networking approach allows smaller companies to start modestly while giving
larger companies the computer capability they require. Reductions in direct labor, mate-
rial waste, production supplies, in-process goods, floor space usage, production turn-
around time and general operating overhead consistently yield a return-on-investment
period of less than one year.
Lectra's E.16 high resolution color graphies display workstation incorporates advanced
technology that enables manufacturers to use the system fora wide range of applications
from design and grading, to automatic marker-making, to cut order planning. For those
companies with expansion plans, Lectra's 303 Systems are easily upgraded to any of the
305 Systems, depending on the volume of work you produce and the storage and memo
facilities you need.
As the manufacturer of its own Systems, Lectra virtually assures users of non-obsoles-
cence. For more than a decade, new hardware and software innovations have all been
retro-fitable and made available to Lectra users at nominal cost. Lectra's user-friendly
software self prompting, allowing companies to staff any 303 System with current
personnel. No. prior computer experience is necessary.
Comprehensive training and quality documentation is provided by steam of Lectra
professionals who have worked with almost 1000 companies worldwide. And each
303 System is serviced and maintained by an











Automatic grading and marking system can perform as an independent
system and can be connected on-line to the automatic cutting system
INVESCUT.
INVESMARK offers:
Interactive pattern design and integration of design with grading.
Improved productivity of pattern designers by 400%.
Fabric utilization with savings from 1 to 4% and greater efficiency of
personnel in the pattern design and marker making areas.
INVESMARK
Sistema automatico de escalado y estudio de marcadas utilizable como
equipo independiente unido on-line al Sistema de Corte automatico.
INVESMARK le ofrece:
Diseno interactivo e integracion del diseno y escalado.
Incrementar la productividad del disenador un 400% y mejorar la calidad
del patronaje.
- Ahorros de tejido del 1 al 4% y drastica reduccion de personal en
patronaje y estudio de marcadas.
INVESMARK
Sistema automatico di sviluppo e studio dei piazzamenti utilizzabile come
sistema indipendente o unito in linea al sistema di taglio automatico INVESCUT.
INVESMARK le off re:
Disegno interattivo e integrazione del disegno e sviluppo.
Incremento della produttivita del modellista fino al 400% e miglioramento
della quality dei modelli.
Risparmi del tessuto dall'l al 4% e drastica riduzione del personale delle
aree del modellismo e studio dei pi.azzamenti.
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